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Dear reader,

The book you are about to read was written by Spanish under-
graduate students of the World Languages & Cultures department 
and illustrated by undergraduate students of the School of Art and 
Design, both from Georgia State University. This story is an English 
translation of the Spanish original.This project has been made with 
my Spanish classes and the final product is a result of collaboration 
by the authors -students who wrote the original stories based on 
personal experiences-, and by the illustrators-Art students who gave 
life to the stories with a fresh and unique touch-. Kess Silva super-
vised the illustration process and I supervised the writing process. I 
hope you will find the stories in Serie Leamos, appealing, interesting, 
and enjoyable. Above all, I hope that these stories will help you love 
reading and writing in Spanish.

¡Espero que lo disfruten!

Victoria Rodrigo 



Armonia: Harmony
Charco: Puddle

Contenedor de basura: Dumpster
Dar un paseo: To take a walk

De repente: Suddenly
Impedir: To block or impede

Llegar a ser: To become
Pelo: Fur

Poste de luz: Streetlamp
Raya: Stripe
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Kat is a young kitten. She lives in a 
large, busy city, full of stray cats living 
in the darkness of the streets.



She knows her appearance is different from others. 
In her reflection in the puddles on the street, she 
can see that she has brown stripes on her white 
fur, she knows this makes her different from others. 



The cats walk together in pairs, and these 
pairs have matching fur, coinciding in color. 
But Kat walks alone.



Because of this, she has not found a partner. 
Nobody looks like Kat. Nobody has her 
color of fur, and nobody can relate to her.



It’s night time and Kat explores the streets 
alone. It is raining and Kat cannot see 
through the storm. She looks for food and 
approaches a trash dumpster.

She avoids the danger fearfully. The sound 
repeats and becomes louder. At that moment, 
Kat feels bad for herself for always having to 
walk alone, making her vulnerable.

But suddenly, Kat hears a very 
loud noise. She jumps away from 
the sound, full of fear. She can’t see 
what caused the sound because the 
rain impedes her vision.



The sound then stops. Under a 
streetlamp, Kat sees a dark 
figure of another cat.

The mysterious figure of another car 
appears in full light, and the cat’s fur 
seems strange. The cat has brown fur, 
but it is covered in big white stripes.



Kat feels like she is looking at her reflection. 
She no longer is afraid, although the figure 
is much more larger than she is.

The cat and Kat realize they that 
they are the same in appearance, 
yin and yang. The two fall in love, 
full of happiness because they have 
found a significant other.



The two were once alone when they walked the 
streets, but now they have found their partner. 
Now, the lovers take a walk together, exploring 
the city in harmony.



Nobody in the world is truly alone, and our 
differences are the most beautiful things 
in life. Some day, someone will fall in love 
with the things that make you unique.
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